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These sessions were imagined, hosted, and stewarded - with respect, gratitude and humility on the unceded traditional territory of the K'omoks First Nation.
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ABOUT THE PANDEMIC COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
Few of us would have ever imagined that we would live through a global
pandemic in our lifetime. The Comox Valley Community Health Network
recognized in the early days of the pandemic that we are all experiencing a
significant life event that is impacting people’s physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual health. So, as some people began to come out of isolation in June,
2020, the Health Network invited people from the Comox Valley to come
together in two virtual “pandemic debrief” sessions.
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There were some key groups whose day-to-day lives were significantly affected by
the pandemic who were missing from the first two Community Conversations. The
Health Network was able to engage with a small number of people in those
groups, including Youth.
This report reflects what we heard and the recommendations from the Pandemic
Community Conversations with Youth.

We designed these Pandemic Community Conversations for people to connect
with each other by having meaningful conversations. Conversation participants
shared their experience of the pandemic, made sense of the times, and shared
ideas about how people in our community might support the health and
wellbeing of people and the environment during the next phases of the
pandemic.
Based on what we heard, we wrote a report. We also made recommendations to
organizations who have a role in pandemic response and recovery about how to
respond to and support people’s physical and mental health during future
pandemic phases. What we heard and learned also influenced the priorities of
the Community Health Network.
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ABOUT THE YOUTH CONVERSATION

The Youth Co-facilitation and Planning team began meeting and planning for the
Youth Community Conversation in September, 2020. Youth recommended that we
host the session during school time to make it easiest for youth to attend. Youth
worked with their school Administration and Counsellors to gain permission and
support.
Youth in grades 8 -12 from all three Secondary Schools in the Comox Valley
attended the session (Vanier, Isfeld, and Highland).
We noticed some common interconnected themes during the Community
Conversation:
Declining health, wellness, and resilience
Challenges with school
Importance of social connection
Interest in bettering pandemic preparedness and response
If we are anticipating more frequent climate disaster-related events like the
pandemic, there is much to be done to provide better support for youth and for
their families. We also have an opportunity to provide youth with opportunities to
share their creativity, resilience, and voices in planning for the future.
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MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES
AND SUPPORT FOR YOUTH
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These are extraordinary times. Many youth are looking for more support to help
navigate the stresses and uncertainties presented by the global pandemic. In
addition to school counsellors, any youth can access the following organizations
and resources without needing an adult or a referral.
If you or someone you know are in need of urgent support:
Call emergency services – 911
Call the Vancouver Island Crisis Hotline at 1-888-494-3888
For non-urgent support:
Foundry | foundrybc.ca | 1-833-FØUNDRY (that’s FØUNDRY with a zero or 1833-308-6379) between 1:15 to 9 pm Monday to Friday or register online to book
an appointment at any time!
Reach out to Kid’s Help Phone by texting CONNECT to 686868 (text STOP, if you
would like to stop the conversation) or call 1-800-668-6868
John Howard Society of North Island | www.jhsni.bc.ca/ | T. 250-338-7341
Child & Youth Mental Health | T. 250-334-5820
Comox Valley Family Services | www.comoxvalleyfamilyservices.com |
T. 250-338-7575
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PARTICIPANT STORIES
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*NOTE THAT THESE STORIES HAVE BEEN
LIGHTLY EDITED FOR CLARITY AND TO
PROTECT ANONYMITY.

"I got called into work with three other staff, so I paused
schoolwork and worked seven days a week. I was so
busy with work, it felt like I was running the whole time.
In my small island community, there was a sense of
responsibility, since if one person gets COVID,
everyone else will get it very fast. And the majority of
the population is seniors. I didn’t want to talk to my
family when I came home because I was sick of having
people yell at me and blame me all day."
"He never thought he would live through a global
pandemic or through a lockdown and has become
fatigued with the lockdown restrictions. He has followed
the politics of the virus very closely and has many
opinions on everything. He personally thinks the
reopening was a little bit rushed and looks forward to
when the virus is no longer a threat and reopening is
safe."
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PARTICIPANT STORIES
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"In March, she danced a lot on zoom from home which was strange. Her final dance performance got
cancelled. She was able to get a job which was lucky,
and she switched schools in September. She's
astounded that some people don't take COVID-19
seriously, even with all of the new information. Her
dance is now all in person, but she can’t do a big
show and competitions will be different. Mostly, her
experience was a lot of things being cancelled.”
"When spring break happened and everything shut
down, she only thought it was going to be for a month.
For the first two months it was super boring, just
sitting at home not seeing friends and she had no
motivation to do school work. Things got better in
June because the extra time from COVID allowed her
to get a job. She also got a puppy, which they
wouldn’t have had time to take care of without COVID.
Overall it’s been pretty boring. Not much exciting has
happened. She spent too much time on her phone to
pass the time."
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A THEME I'M NOTICING...
"...Being forcibly quarantined with someone, even someone
you love, is really difficult."

A QUESTION I HAVE...
"...There was lots of stuff people could have done to prevent
or help slow down the pandemic, but the question is how
come so many people didn’t bother or didn’t think COVID
existed?"
"A question I have is how long is this going to continue? Will
I be able to travel when I graduate? How long are we going
to live with this?"
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SUPPORTING YOUTH HEALTH AND WELLNESS
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"I couldn’t get out of bed. Every moment had a shadow cast over it. Even
the happy things weren’t quite as good."
"A huge thing she’s noticed is the decline in mental health from having to
stay home with family and without friends and the rise in anxiety and
depression and stress."
"It's inspiring how many kids have been able to adapt to wearing masks
and get used to new guidelines. Many kids have been able to
successfully follow new rules and adapt to the new schedule and there
have been lots of cool adaptations from kids."
Youth shared their experience of boredom, a lot of frustration with being
in quarantine with family, and strong feelings of anxiety, stress, and
depression. Many longed for more ways to connect safely with friends.
The isolation and uncertainty that the pandemic brings are taking a toll
on social, emotional, mental, physical, and spiritual health and
resilience.
While many were relieved to be able to go back to school in person and
there are elements of in-person school that are working well for some,
many youth expressed feelings of overwhelm with the longer class
times, and concern about differential access to technology for some.
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SUPPORTING YOUTH HEALTH AND WELLNESS
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OPPORTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Host a follow-up conversation with youth to discuss this report, the
recommendations, and to explore what could come next.
2. Commit to systemic integration of health, wellness, and connection
into daily school schedules.
3. Provide more breaks during class to ease the content load and allow
more time for processing information.
4. Lessen the intensity of the curriculum and offer deadline extensions
for students.
5. Allow for more project-based and interest-based learning.
6. Organize peer-led support groups/meetings.
7. Give high school credits for real-world experiences.
8. Provide emotional/financial support for parents (if parents are doing
ok, kids are generally doing ok).
9. Make suggestions of ways parents can foster a connection between
youth and family members (including siblings) and the greater
community.
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YOUTH-CENTRIC PANDEMIC RESPONSE AND RECOVERY
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OPPORTUNITIES & RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Increase access to comprehensive mental health and wellness
resources and support for youth, with attention given to physical and
spiritual health and connection to nature.
2. Ensure that youth contribute their ideas to plans and frameworks
related to pandemic response and recovery.
3. Create more opportunities for youth to connect, contribute, and be
heard at SD71, with local government, and in the community.
4. Many youth expressed the need to maintain structure in their days
and to have and maintain connections with friends and community
throughout the pandemic. Work with youth to figure out how to meet
these needs.
5. Provide opportunities and support for youth to creatively respond to
and plan for the ceremonies and rituals that are important to them that
are being impacted by the pandemic, such as Graduation.
6. Offer financial support for opportunities to exercise (free access to
community recreation spaces).
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